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Introduction:
;;
In the following we are concerned with the fundamental lemma for endoscopic groups
(see (LS]) in the case, where the underlying group is the group of symplectic similitudes
G = GSp(4, F) ,
i.e. the group of all 4 x 4-matrices 9 satisfying
l (~ -oE) 9 = A(g) (~ -oE).
with coefficients in a local field F of positive residue characteristic different from 2. Let
q be the number of elements in the residue field.
It was shown in (H]' that in principal the endoscopic fundamental lemma holds for the
group GSp(4, F). However, the proof given there does not describe the correspondence
between functions with matching orbital integrals, which is important for many applica-
tions. Often it is enough to know this correspondence for functions in the Hecke algebra.
Using the trace formula one can reduce to the study of one particular function, the unit
element lK of the Hecke algebra. We restriet ourselves to this important case.
There are essentially two types of tori, for wh ich endoscopic comparison lemmas are
needed for the group GSp(4,F). In this paper we deal with the first, the other will be
considered in another paper.
The torus T:
Consider the subgroup He GSp(4,F) of all matrices
I _ (al ßI)
8 - "'(' 8'8 = (~ ~)(
a 0 ß 0)
I 0 a' 0 ß'(8,8)= "'( 0 8 0
o "'(' 0 8'
for 8,8' E Gl(2,F), such that det(8) = det(8'). Furthermore consider the torus T
T = {(x,x') E L* x L*INorm(x/x') = I} ,
for a field extension L/ F of degree 2. T can be embedded as maximal torus into Hand
G. Any embedding is conjugate to one of the following standard form:
Choose A,A' E F such that L = F(VA) = F(JA'). This means A/A' = 82 for some
8 E F*. For simplicity we assurne A, A' to be integral. Embed T by the A resp. A'-regular
embeddings, wh ich map given elements x = (x,x') of T
x = a + bVA E L , x' = a' + b'JA' .
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Lto the pair (s, s')
(a Aab)S=cPA(X)= b (' Aa',b').s' = cPA'(X') = ~,
Two such standard embeddings are conjugate if and only if the quotient of the corre-
sponding B's is in Norm(L*).
Problem:
Our aim is to calculate the GSp(4, F) orbital integral
for the unit element lK of the Hecke algebra (= characte~istic functions of the unimodu-
lar symplectic similitudes). This will be used to calculate the so called I\;-orbital integrals
in the end:
where
and where BE F* is such that F* = Norm(L*) U BNorm(L*).
We furthermore assume regularity x, x' =I- 1 and x' =I- x, x17, where (J denotes the nontrivial
automorphism of L/F.
Assumption: Choose Ao, A~ to be normalized of minimal order 0 or 1. However this does
not mean, that A' = A~B2 is also normalized, because in the unramified case ord(B) = 1.
The endascapic gratip M:
As the torus T is the pullback of the maps Norm: L* x L* -t F* x F* and the di-
agonal embedding F* -t F* x F*, the dual group f is the pushout of the the diago-
nal map C* x C* -t (C*)2 X (C*)2 and the multiplication map C* x C* -t C*. This is
f = (C*)2 x (C*?/{(t,t,t-1,t-1)). The galois group acts by the generator (J of Gal(L/F)
permuting the first and second and third and fourth component respectively. The map
1 1 " d . h". (*)3 Th(Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4)/(t,t,t- ,e ) f-+ (ZlZ4,Z2/Z1,Z3/Z4) In uces an Isomorp 15m T ~ C. e
action of (J is transported to
3
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This defines an embedding of L-groups
'ljJ: LT -; LGSp(4,F) = GSp(4,C) x r
by 'ljJ(X,V,fL) = diag(x,xv,XfLV,XfL) and
Identify T with its image. Then Z(G) is the greup of all (x, v, fL) = (x, 1, 1) and
tr = Z(G) U Z(G)K ,
where K = (1,-1, -1). The centralizer of 'ljJ(K)= diag(l, -1, 1, -1) is
(
* 0 * 0)
, '0 0 * 0 *
M = M = { * 0 * 0 C GSp(4, eH .
0*0 *
Äs (_OE ~) is contained in this group, the general construction defines the trivial
homomorphism p : r -;Out(M). We therefore consider LM = Mx r as a subgroup of
LGSp( 4, F) in the trivial way. The morphism 'ljJ factors in the evident way
The group M = Gl(2,F)2jF*
M = Gl(2,F) x Gl(2,F)j{(t,t,rl,rI) I tE F*}
has LM as its L-group. Namely X*(TM) = {nIxi + n2x2 + n3x3 + n4x: I nI + n2 = n3 + n4}
and X*(TM) = 7lxh+ .. +71x4*j71(Xh+X2*-X3*-X4*) with the obvious reots and coroots
::l:(xi - X2), ::l:(X3- x:) resp. ::l:(Xh - X2*), ::l:(X3* - X4*). Dualizing gives the root system of
the maximal torus in the group {(gI, g2) E Gl(2, c)1 det(gd = det(g2H.
Consider some torus
TM = (L* x L*)jF* c M = (Gl(2,F)2)jF* .
The isomorphism
p: (L* x L*)jF* ~ L* x (L* jF*) ~ L* x NI(L) ~ Tc GSp(4,F) ,
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given by the maps
defines an admissable embedding of the torus
TM = (L* x L*)/F* --+ T C GSp(4,F)
Let us record for comparison with [L5]
Do(s, Si) = 80(s, s')ll - x/x'lll - x/x""lll - x'/(x')"" 111- X' /x""l
and
Orbital integrals on M:
Observe that the (stable) orbital integrals s0rt,t2)(lK) on Mare the same as the orbital
integrals on Gl(2, F) x Gl(2, F), up to some appropriate normalization of measures
Here and in the following lK always denotes the unit element of the Hecke algebra of
the corresponding group under consideration. We have
in the case of ramified extensions L/F and
in the case of unramified extensions L/F.
We will show by explicit computations the
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Theorem: For residue characteristic different from 2 we have
where
~((Xl, X2), (tr, t2)) = (xol . I) ((x - x(7)(x' - (x't))
is the transfer factor of [L5]. Here Xo denotes the quadratic character of F* attached to
the field extension L/F. Furthermore 'f} = (<pAo(X),<PAo(X')) E T with "image" (tr,t2) E TM
under p-l.
Red uction to H :
In the following let denote 7r and IIprime elements of F respectively L. Using M.5chröder'~
double coset representatives [5] for H \ G/K and appendix 2, we are led to calculate an
infinite (actually then finite) sum
where
Ki = {(h1,h2) E KH = Gl(2,o) I h1= h~ mod 7ri,det(h1) = det(h2)} .
Here 0 = Op and h<7 = (~ ~1)h (~ ~1)'inducing (j on <PA'(L*). Finally
Here integration is over all elements in H
The same formula holds for the x;-orbital integrals.
Remark: Here we used slightly better representatives then in [5]' p.106-107.
We can and will use measures on G, Hand GTJ = T, such that the volumes of maximal
compact subgroups are one, i.e. vola(K) = I, vol(KH) = 1 and VOl(OT) = 1. This means
Preliminary considerations on (x,x'):
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Fix some (x,x') E T. The coordinates a,b and a',b' of x and x' depend on the choice of
the parameters A and A'. From now on we fix notation, such that these coordinates will
be reserved for some fixed choice of normalized Ao and A~.
Suppose x and x' are units in L* with x = x' mod II (i.e. later X > 0) in case L/F is
ra m ified. Then
x' = ht~
is solvable with units t1,t2 in L*. Namely the image of o'i under t f-7 t/teT is NIn(l+IIoL)
in the ramified case and NI in the unramified case. Put
X = ord(a - a') f = ord(b) I' = ord(b') F = min(J, 1') .
Then b = 'Trf B, b' = 'Trf' B' for units B, B' in 0* and
eT , (')eT
f+f' = IX-x 1-11x - x 1-1.
q A ~
Furthermore
and
respectively
Lemma 1: Suppose X > 0 if L/F is unramified. Then the following holds under the
assumptions on x, x' made above:
1) {IAoI1/2Ih - tfl-1, IA~11/2It2 - t2"I-1} = {qF, qx-F-ord(Ao)}
2) X = ord(Ao(b2 - (b')2)) ,hence
3) X ~ ord(Ao) + 2F with equality in case f #- 1'.
Proof: Observe that X > 0 is automatie in the ramified case by our assumptions on x
and x'. We have
2X = ord[(a - a')2 - (b - b')2 Ao)] + ord[(a - a')2 - (b + b')2 Ao] .
For ord(b::l:: b') ~ ord(a - a') this implies ord(b =t= b') = 0 and ord(b::l:: b') = ord(a - a') = X > 0,
hence F = ord(b) = ord(b') = o. Claim 1) and 2) follow immediately. Otherwise, if for
both signs ord(b::l:: b') < ord(a - a'), the equality above gives
2x = ord(b + b')2 + ord(b - b')2 = ord(Ao(b2 - (b')2)2 ,
hence 2). This and F = min(ord(b), ord(b')) = min(ord(b - b'), ord(b + b')) implies 1).
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The rings R = ohrio:
Let R = o/7riO denote the residue ring and let A, A' be elements in R. Suppose we are
given matrices s, S' in Gl(2, R)
I (al
s = b' b~1') .
(By abuse of language b E R stands for what later will be residue c1asses of elements
b/7rj E 0). Let the group of invertible elements a2 - b2A for a, b in R be
Then NA = (R*)2 for A ~ R* and NA = R* for A E R*.
Lemma 2: The centralizer Gl(2, R)s of s in Gl(2, R) is either Gl(2, R) (if b= 0 in R) or the
group of all matrices
y = (u
v
vA + Ann(b))
U + Ann(b) .
Furthermore: Such y E Gl(2, R)s have unique decompositions into a product of two
invertible matrices of the form
= (u VA) (1
Y v U 0 g,g'EAnn(b) .
Warning: This does not define a semidirect product decomposition of Gl(2, R)s!
Proof: One direction is c1ear from
The other follows during the proof (using Y E Gl(2,R)) of
Lemma 3: sand S' are conjugate by an element y in 8l(2, R)
y-I sy = S' E Gl(2, R) ,
if ond only if they are conjugate in Gl(2, R) under some matrix
y = (~ ~)
8
fE NA C R* .
In other words: a = a', b' = bIE,b'A' = bAE for some E E NA.
Proof: One direction is dear using conjugation with the elements
_ -1(1 0)y-g 0 E E E R*
in 8l(2, R), for suitable chosen elements gE Gl(2, R)s with det(g) = E.
For the other direction we can assume b'lb by symmetry. The case b' = 0 is trivial, so we
can assume b' i= 0 in R. Then y-1sy = s' implies Tr(s) = 2a = 2a' = Tr(s'). Byassumption
2 E R*, hence a = a' . Let y be y = (~ :), then sy = ys' reads vb' = zAb ,ub' A' = wbA,
wb' = ub, zb' A' = vb. Therefore v = z(Ablb') + f for some f E Ann(b') and w = u(blb') + l'
for some l' E Ann(b'). This implies
y = (u
z
z(Ablb') + f)
u(blb') + l' .
Now b' i= 0 implies Ann(b') C 1rR, hence det(y) = 1 gives (u2 - AZ2)(blb') E (1 + Ann(b')) c
(R*)2. This proves
E = blb' E NA c R*
and u2 - Az2 E R*. This gives for some new f, l' E Ann(b')
( u zA + f) (1 0)y= z u+1' 0 E
Äs the first term is in the centralizer of s we are done.
We get the (unique) product decomposition of the elements
( u zA + f) ( u ZA) (1 g)z u + l' - z u 0 1+ g'
for some g, g' E Ann(b'), as promised in lemma 2, by solving the equation
This is possible by u2 - Az2 E R*. Lemma 2 and 3 are proved.
Now consider a field extension L = F( JA) for some integer A E o. Let A E R also denote
its residue dass. Then we deduce from lemma 2
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Corollary: In the situation of lemma 2 we have
#Sl(2, R)s = #Sl(2, R) , ord(b) = v ~ i
if b = 0 in R or in the case of ramified L/F
#(Sl(2, R)s) = 2q2v+i , ord(b) = v < i
respectively in the case of unramified L/F
{
2q2v+i
#(Sl(2, R)s) = (q + 1)q2v+i-l
ord(A) > 0
ord(A) = 0 ord(b) = v < i .
Proof: For ord(b) < i the number Sl(2, R)s is
#(Ann(b)) . #( {x E Image(4)A(ojJ) I Norm(x) E 1 + Ann(b)})
by lemma 2. But Ann(b) = (-rri-v) mod 'Tri has order qV. Furthermore Norm(oL) = NA and
the index of 1+ Ann(b) in R* is (q - 1)qi-v-l. So
[R*' N]#Sl(2, R)s = (q __1) q2v+I-i#Image(4)A : 0I, ---t Gl(2, R)) .
But 4>A(OL) has order (q _1)q2i-l for 'TrIAand order (q2 _1)q2i-2 for ord(A) = o. Hence the
claim folIows.
On T \ H-integration:
In this section assume Aa, A~ and e to be normalized of order 0 or 1. Consider regular
elements
TI = (4)Ao(X), 4>e2A' (x'))o
with centralizer T. We write H as a disjoint union of double co sets
U T'r.Ka
rER
where the representatives rare of the form
for certain j,j' E 7l and co E 0*. This implies
r f(h)dh= 2)OT: (TnrKar-1)] r dt r f(trk)dk,JH r JT JKo
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hence r f(h)dh/dt = ~)oT/(TnrKor-1)] r f(rk)dk.h\H r l~
This allows to calculate the orbital integrals on H by integrations over Ko and gives
O~(1K) = L L[OT/(T n rKor-1)][Ko : Ki] f lKi(k-1r-1TJrk)dk.
i2':O rER Ko
Observe a' + b'~ = a' + (b'/O)J()2A~, hence for e = Orrrord(O)
because of
(1 0 ) (a' b'OA' ) (1 0 ) (a'o 'Tr0rd(O)-j'€01 b'O-l a' 0 0 'Trj'-ord(O)€O = ef~'1rj'
Therefore T n rKor-1 C OT = {(x,x') E 0L x 0L I Norm(x/x') = I} is the group
{(x, x') = (a + b~, a' + b' JA~) I Norm(x) = Norm(x') E 0*; a,a', 'Tr-jb, 'Tr-j' b' E o} .
It does not depend on the choice of the (normalized) Ao resp. A~ resp. o.
Notation: Define orders odj) = o+O'Trj~ C OL for j > 0, then
Constraints (for fixed r ): (x, x') E T n rKor-1 means x E odj) and x' E odj').
Furthermore the index is
[oT/(T n rKor-1)] = [oL : odj)*][oL : odj')*][Norm(0*)/Norm(odmin(j,j'))*r1 .
These constraints have also to be satisfied for the nonvanishing of the orbital integral
[Ko : Ki] r lKi(k-1TJrk)dk.lKo
Namely k-1TJrk E Ki implies TJrE Ko, hence (x, x') E T n rKor-1.
Suppose the r-constraints are satisfied. Then evaluating the orbital integral
[Ko : Ki] r lKi(k-1TJrk)dk , TJr= (sr, (Sr)')lKo
means counting all cosets kKi C Kar for which k-1TJrk E Ki. This is the number of all
elements y E 5l(2, o/'Trio) , such that
holds (a problem solved in lemma 3). It is either zero or equal to the order of the
centralizer 5l(2, o/'Triok.
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Double cosets in H:
For normalizated Ao (resp. A~) we have
GI(2,F) = ~ <PAo(L*) (~ ~j) GI(2,0) .
J_
This gives decompositions (with unique integers j ~ 0 and j' ~ 0) for elements (h, h') EH
h = <PAo(l) (~ ~j) k k E GI(2,0),1 E L*
h' = <P1J2A~(l')(~ 7fj'-~rd(II)) k' k' E GI(2,0),I' E L* .
From det(h) = det(h') we conclude
det(k) / det(k') E N orm(L * )7fj' -j-ord(II) .
In the ramified case we choose once and for all 7f = -Ao, such that 7f = Norm(II). Then
det(k)/det(k') E Norm(L*) n 0* = (0*)2. Changing I by some unit in 0* allows to assume
det(k) = det(k'), i.e. (k, k') E Ko eH. We get H as a disjoint union of double cosets
U T.r.Ko
rER
R = INo x INo
and
Now consider the unramified case. Here we get first of all 7fj'-j-ord(II) E Norm(L*)o* or
j' - j - ord( B) = 0 mod 2 .
5econdly, to achieve det(k) = det(k'), we are only allowed to change k or k' by elements in
<PA01f2;(L*) n GI(2,0) respectively <P1I2A'1f2;«L*) nGI(2,0). SO det(k)/det(k') can be changed
°within the group Norm(o,£(j)o,£(j')). This is (0*)2 unless min(j,j') = O. We get H as a
disjoint union of double co sets
U T.r.Ko
rER
where Re ((0* /(0*)2) x IN x IN) U (1 x INo x 0) U (1 x 0 x IN) consists of all elements (€o,j,j') E
(0*/(0*)2) xlN2 with the property
j - j' - ord( B) = 0 mod 2 .
The representatives are
r =r'o,j,j' = (<PAo(II-(j/2]),<P1I2A~(II-[j'-ord(II)/2]€~))((~ ~j), (~ 7fj'-O~d(II)€O))'
Here €~ E 0'£ is chosen, such that Norm(€~) = €il!, where €o E 0* \ (0*)Z.
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Summation conditions:
Let us use the notations F = min(f, 1'), v = 1 - j , v' = l' - j', X = ord( a - a'). Then
b = B7rv,b' = B'7rv' for some units B,B' E 0*. Put Ao = A~ and () = 07r°rd(Ii). If L/K is
unramified we put () = 7r. From lemma 3 we get conditions on the summation indices
(i, r) E INo x R, in order to yield a nonzero contribution to the orbital integral. These are:
1) O:Si:SX
2) v' ~ i iff v ~ i. If v < i then v = v' has to hold, furthermore also -0EB' / B E
NA = (R*)2 unless L/K is unramified and v = 1.
3) 21 + ord(Ao) - v ~ i iff 21' + ord(Ao) - v' ~ i. If 21 + ord(Ao) - v < i, then 1 = l'
and i :'S X - v has to hold.
For condition 3) observe, that the conditions of lemma 3
and
(b/7rj) = -(b' /7ri' 0Eo)E mod 7ri
(for some E E NA) can be combined and thus simplified. Here EO denotes, changing
previous notation, the representative of 0* /(0*)2. Observe (b/7rj)7r2j Ao = B7rv+(2j-2v) Ao =
BAo7r2j-v and similar in the other case. Therefore 21 + ord(Ao) - v < i implies 21' +
ord(Ao) - v', yielding 21 +ord(Ao) - v = 21' +ord(Ao) - v'. But v:'S 21 - v< i and 2) gives
equivalently 1 = l' plus the remaining condition
E = -0EOB' / B mod 7ri-2j-ord(Ao)+v .
This together with
E-1 = -(0Eo)-1 B' / B mod 7ri-v
means (B' /B)2 = 1mod 7ri-2j-ord(Ao)+v or in other words i-21-ord(Ao)+v:'S ord(B2-(B')2).
Now 21 + ord(Ao) - v< i forces i > 0, wh ich is only possible for X = ord(a - a') > 0 by 1).
From X> 0 we get X = ord(Ao(b2 - (b'?)) by lemma 1. Hence by lemma 1 either
X = 2F + ord(Ao) (f =j:. 1')
holds or
X = 2F + ord(Ao(B2 - (B')2)) (f = 1') .
We already know 1 = 1'. Therefore it can be further reformulated to:
21+ord(Ao)-v<i implies 1=1' and i:'Sx-v.
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R' ,esume:
We now express the results of the chapter on T \ H integration in terms, which are
suitable for summation. We saw, that the domain of possible values i is divided into
three parts:
A) Conditions on i (apart from 0 :s i :s X ):
Range of small i: O:S i :s v and 0 :s i :s v'
Middle range i: v< i :s 2f + ord(Ao) - v and Vi< i:S 2f' + ord(Ao) - Vi.
In the middle range automatically v = v' holds.
Large range i: 2f + ord(Ao) - v< i :s X - v and 21' + ord(Ao) - v' < i :s X - Vi.
In the large range automatically v = v' and f = f' holds.
B) Conditions on v, v' and B:
In the domain of possible values v, v' we have, in addition to possible restrietions men-
tioned above, the conditions:
O:S Vi :s I'
v - v' = f - I' + ord( B) mod 2 .
Furthermore in the middle and large range (concerning i) we have contributions only if
is satisfied, at least unless both v = fand L/F is unramified!
C) Contributions horn the index index(v, v'):
The relevant contributions are
1 (v, Vi) = (1,1')
• q+1/+I'-I/-I/'--q
q
v = f, v' =f. I' or v' = 1', v =f. f
1 (q + 1)2 i+j'-I/-I/'
2" q2 q
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v< f,v' < I' ,
in the unramified case and
qt+t'-v-v'
in the ramified case. (See appendix).
D) Contributions from the centralizer centralizer(v, i):
(q2 _ 1)q3i-2 for i ~ 1 ,else 1 (i::; v small range)
2q2v+i (i > v middle and large range) ,
unless
q + 1 .q2v+i (v = j,v' = 1', L/F unramified) .
q
In principle we now could compute the orbital integrals. We leave this to the reader. We
concentrate instead on the li-orbital integrals.
The summation (ramified case):
Ässume, TJ= (8,8') satisfies x,x' E 0'L (otherwise our li-orbital integral is zero). For the Ii-
orbital integral, we do not get any contribution from the small range of the i-summation
in the ramified case, because this contribution is stable (does not depend on 0). The
middle and large range contributions remain. The whole summation is empty unless
X> 0, i.~. x = x' mod II in addition to x, x' E 0'L. This is true, because X = ° implies i = 0,
wh ich is in the stable range. This allows to apply the preliminary remarks, made earlier.
Let Xo be the quadratic character of F* attached to L/F. It is trivial on (0*)2 with
xo(O) = -1. We get
O;(1K) = (2qf+t'xo(-B/B')):L :L qi.
O:S;v:S;F v<i:S;x-v
or more precisely
The double sum gives
(q _1)-1 :L (qx+l-v _ qv+l)
O:S;v:S;F
= (q _l)-l[qx+l(q-F-l _l)/(q-l -1) - q(qF+l -l)/(q -1)]
= ( q )2 (1 - qF+l )(1 - qX-F+l) = q r 1K(g-1 (tl, t2)g)dg/dl .
q - 1 JGl(2,F)2/(L*)2
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Hence O;(1K) is equal to
This implies the theorem in the case LIF ramified. The factor 2 disappears, because in
the ramified case lOT : p((orY)] = 2. Furthermore IAolq = 1 and Xo(Ao) = Xo( -1).
The summation (unramified case):
To compute the x;-orbital integral we concentrate on the case X> o. The case X = 0 is
very simple, because only the small range summation contributes with the value (_q)f+J'.
Let us therefore turn to the essential case x> o. From the resume we get the following
contributions:
1) 5mall range: Its contribution will be
SRC= L L
O~v~f O~v' ~f' O~i~min(v,v')
index(v, v')#centralizer(i)
•
~ (~ ~ 1 (q + 1)2 f f' , ~ q + 1 f"~ #centralizer(i) (~ ~ 2.2. 2 (-q) + -V-V) + ( ~ __ (_q) -V)
O~i~F i~v<f i~v' <f' q i~v' <f' q
+( L q + 1(_q)f-v) + 1) .
i~v<f q
The representatives E appearing in R give an additional factor 2 in the first sum! So
SRC = L #centralizer(i)S(i,!, 1') ,
O~i~F
where #centralizer(i) = 1, (q2 - 1)q3i-2 and S(i, f, 1') = (S(i, j) + l)(S(i, 1') + 1) with
S(i,j) = q + 1 L (_q)f-v = (_q)f-i -1 .
q i~v<f
This gives
SRC = (_q)f+f' (1 + q2 ~ 1 L qi) = (_q)f+f' (1 + q + 1(qF - 1))
q O<i~F q
2) Middle range contribution: From v = v' we get
MRC = L L (-1)f+f'-2vindex(v). #centralizer(v,i) .
O~v~F v<i~2F-v
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•The summation condition forces v< F, hence
MRC= 2: 2: (~(q+21)2(_q)f+f'-2V).(2q2V+i)=(_q)f+f,(q+21)2 2: 2: qi
'O:5;v<Fv<i:5;2F-v q q O:5;v<Fv<i:5;2F-v
3) Large range contribution: We have f = f' = Fand v = v'. This gives
LRC = 2: 2: (-1)2F+2vindex(i). #centralizer(v,i)
O:5;v:5;F2F-v<i:5;x-v
= 2: 2: (~(q +21)2q2F-2v) . (2q2v+i) + 2: 1. q + 1q2F+i
O:5;v<F2F-v<i:5;x-v q F<i:5;x-F q
_ (q + 1)(_q)2F (q + 1 qX-v+l _ q2F-v+l + qX-F+1 _ qF+l )
- q q ( 2: q-1 ) ( -1 )
O:5;v<F q
= (_q)f+f' q + 1 ((q _1)(qX-F+1 _ qF+l) + (q + l)(qx+l + qF+l _ qX-F+l _ q2F+l))
(q -l)2q
Adding together the contributions from 1),2) and 3) gives
By lemma 1 the product over the two Gl(2, F)-orbital integrals equals
This proves the theorem in the unramified case.
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Appendix on orders (ramified case):
Let the situation be as above. Then the orders oL(n) C OL (where n> 0 byassumption)
have the following properties:
1) Norm(oL(n)*) = (o*?
This is c1ear from (0*)2 C Norm(oL(n)*) C Norm(oL) C (o*?
2) [o£(n): (1+ 7fnoL)] = [0* : (0* n (1+ 7fnoL)] = [0* : (1+ 7fno)] = (q - l)qn-l
3) [0'[,: o£(n)] = [0'[, : (1+ 7fnoL)]/[o£(n) : (1+ 7fnoL)] = (q - 1)q2n-l /(q _ l)qn-l = qn
4) [OT: (T n r Kor-1)] = [0'[, : 0'[, (j)][o'[, : 0'[, (j')] = qj+i'
Finally for R = o/7fiO and i > 0
5) #(51(2, R)) = (q - l)(q + 1)q3i-2
and
6) #(Image(</JA: 0'[, -t GI(2, R)) = qi(q - l)qi-l = (q - 1)q2i-l for i > o.
Appendix on orders (unramified case):
Let the situation be as above. Then the orders oL(n) C OL have the following properties:
1) Norm(oL(n)*) = (o*? if n > 0 and Norm(oL) = 0*
This is c1ear from (0*)2 C Norm(oL(A)*) C Norm(oL) = (0*).
2) For n > 0 we have [o'[,(n) : (1 + 7fnoL)] = [0* : (0* n (1 + 7fnoL)] = [0* : (1 + 7fno)]=
(q _ l)qn-l
3) For n > 0 we have [0'[, : 0'[, (n)] = [0'[, : (1 + 7fnoL)]/[o£(n) : (1 + 7fnoL)] = (q2 -
1)q2(n-l) /(q _ l)qn-l = (q + 1)qn-l.
Using 1) and 3) we get
4) [OT: (T n rKor-1)] = [0'[, : oL(j)*][o'[, : o'[,(j')][Norm(o*) : Norm(o£(min(j,j'))] .
This value is
1 , (j = j' = 0)
(q + l)qj+j'-l , (exactly one of the j,j' is zero)
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, (j,j' > 0) .
A
Finally for R = o/7fiO and i > 0
5) #(5l(2, R)) = (q - 1)(q + 1)q3i-2
and
6) #Image(cjJA: o'L ---+ Gl(2,R)) = #{(u,v) E R I Norm(u+v~) E R*}. For i > 0 this
number is
(q - 1)q2i-l (7fIA)
(q2 _ 1)q2i-2 (ord(A) = 0) .
Appendix 2:
Let G be a locally compact tdc group. H a c10sed subgroup and K compact open in G.
Let
G=UH'r.K
be a disjoint double coset decomposition with denumberable many representatives. Let
dg, dh, dk be Haar measures on G, H, K such that vola(K) = 1 and VOlK(K) = 1. Then
according to Warner p.478
r f(g)dg = const' r dh/dhx r f(hxk)dk
JHxK JHjHn(xKx-1) JK
= const i (!K f(hxk)dk)dh
The constants depend on the choice of measures dhx on H n (xKx-1) and dh on H.
Evaluating with the function f(g) = 1xK(g) gives
So if one normalizes dh such that
then
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